Negative evidence and inductive reasoning in generalization of associative learning.
When generalizing properties from known to novel instances, both positive evidence (instances known to possess a property) and negative evidence (instances known not to possess a property) must be integrated. The current study compared generalization based on positive evidence alone against a mixture of positive evidence and perceptually dissimilar negative evidence in an interdimensional discrimination procedure. In 2 experiments, we compared generalization following training with a single positive stimulus (that predicted shock) against groups where an additional negative stimulus (that did not predict shock) was presented in a causal judgment (Experiment 1) and a fear conditioning (Experiment 2) procedure. In contrast to animal conditioning studies, we found that adding a "distant" negative stimulus resulted in an overall increase in generalization to stimuli varying on the dimension of the positive stimulus, consistent with the inductive reasoning literature. We show that this key qualitative result can be simulated by a Bayesian model that incorporates helpful sampling assumptions. Our results suggest that similar processes underlie generalization in inductive reasoning and associative learning tasks. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).